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Plus points united expire

April 5, 20, 12:49 - Wikipost Please read: This is a community-run wiki post containing the most important information from this thread. You can edit wikis when you're on FT for 90 days and you've done 90 posts. Last edition by: WineCountryUA Wiki Link April 5, 2020 Quote: 1K® and Platinum members, we increase the upgrade capability by extending pluspoints expiration date
by six months and extending Skip Waitlist.This means a six-month extension of any PlusPoints that expires January 31, 2021. 4 Dec 2019 (updated 29 Dec 2019) AU customer service agents can now extend 80 PlusPoints to 30 April 2020 to retrain 1Ks (GSs) on 31 January 2020. At this point, 80 PlusPoints don't have to come just from the GPU, it seems that there is no
distinction between the original source of PlusPoints. This is not correct [anymore]: United MP agents are able to recognize whether PlusPoints come from GPUs or RPUs. Recently, during the call, only PlusPoints with GPU were able to be extended, up to a maximum of 80 PlusPoints until April 30, 2020. Some have been more successful in emailing United, as opposed to calling,
although it seems that the PlusPoints extension from RPU is an exception rather than a rule. 29 Oct 2019 Quote: Originally Posted by chavala I just received this email: Global Premier Upgrades (GPU) are valid until the end of the next premier year and the trip must be completed before the expiration date. On 12.04.19, GPUs and rpu will be converted to PlusPoints. Before
12/04/19 we will expand the two GPUs. After 12/04/19, then we will expand PlusPoints. There are no extensions on RPO processors. As a Premier 1K member, we value your business. Thank you for choosing United. Yours,_ MileagePlus® Service Center Historically, the AU will extend to 2 GPUs with the january expiration until April 30 if the elite re-qualified for 1K or GS status.
Unknown with the change of pluspoints (4 Dec 2019), whether or when a similar extension will be offered and what form will be. Overall, the AU does not announce a policy until mid-to-late November. And there is no guarantee that the policy will be renewed every year. It will update the title of the thread, if and when, it becomes a possible extension. When the AU decides to do
so, it may take a week or two before most agents are aware. The extension can be done via email or phone - also by MPSC or telephone agents (some telephone agents will need help). No RPU extensions have been offered in the past. (As a result of converting to PlusPoints, this can become a news point.) Historically, Plats (without GPUs) have not been included in the
extension offer. And just a reminder, the GPU (or RPU) cannot be applied to flights scheduled after the expiration date. Once the gpu expires, it cannot be recovered/extended. Threads [CONFIRMED] Expiring GPU January, 31 2019 may be extended (re-qual GS/1Ks max 2 GPU's) (6 Nov 2018) [CONFIRMED] GPU expires January, 31 31 can be extended (re-qual GS/1Ks max 2
GPU'S) (9 Nov 2017) [CONFIRMED] EXPIRING GPU January, 31 2017 can be extended (re-qual GS/1Ks max 2 GPU's) (13 Nov 2016) [CONFIRMED] GPU expires Jan, 31 2016 can be extended (re-qual GS/1Ks max 2 GPU'S) (14 Nov 2015) [CONFIRMED] GPU expires in January, 31 2015 will be extended (max 2 GPU) (3 Dec 2014) GPU extension earned in 2013 that expire
on 31-Jan-2014? (11 December 2013) What's newest for the 2013 GPU extension? Original poster Date of connection: October 2013 Location: SFO programs: UA 1K, AA EXP, Hyatt Glob, Hilton Diamond, Marriott Gold, Total Wine &amp; More Reserve Posts: 1353 COVID19: UA Extended 80 JAN 31 2020 PlusPoints → APR, but NOW → 2020 OCTOBER Extending 2 expiring
GPUs to re-qualify 1Ks has been an unpublished benefit over the past few years. But you don't know if anyone knows what will happen to PlusPoints this year. Last edited by J.Edward; Apr 6, 20 at 6:57 am Reason: split post to create a new thread Join date: September 2013 Location: CHS Programs: UA GS, Bonvoy Amabassador, Hertz PC Posts: 2,219 Every word about
extending Jan 2020 expiring GPU/PlusPoints? (probably not until mid-November) Quote: Originally Posted by econ Extension 2 expiring GPU to re-qualify 1Ks has been an unpublished benefit over the past few years. But you don't know if anyone knows what will happen to PlusPoints this year.. Passplus did not say extension ...... Last edited by WineCountryUA; October 8, 19 at
7:37 AM reason: split post to create a new thread Original poster Include Date: October 2013 Location: SFO Programs: UA 1K, AA EXP, Hyatt Glob, Hilton Diamond, Marriott Gold, Total Wine &amp; More Reserve Posts: 1,353 Quote: Originally Posted by Hipplewm Passplus did not say extension...... Well, too bad if there are no extensions this year. Last edited by
WineCountryUA; October 8, 2013 at 7:44 AM Reason: FlyerTalk Split Post Posting Legend Join Date: April 2013 Location: SFO Programs: AA EXP; AS 75K; Wn list; UA 1K 1MM; Hyatt Globalist; Marriott AMB; Hilton Diamond (Aspire) Posts: 45,058 Quote: Originally posted by Hipplewm Passplus said no extension...... UA Insider basically didn't say any comment that is consistent
with how it was handled in previous years, meaning we don't know until sometime in November. Where did you see the final no? Join date: September 2013 Location: CHS Programs: UA GS, Bonvoy Amabassador, Hertz PC Posts: 2219 Quote: Originally Posted by Kacee UA Insider basically didn't say any comment, which is consistent with how it's been handled in years gone
by, meaning we don't know until some time in November. Where did you see the final no? I go through clearly published rules on I know well what AU Insider said, but until United says we can extend pluspoints until April, I assume we can't because the rules say we can't. Date of connection: May 2010 Location: AVP &amp; PEK Programs: UA 1K 1.6MM, Hertz PC Posts: 4,047
Yes, PlusPoints expire as regional premiere upgrades and and Premier Upgrades do today. Well, if this is something like today, we can expect to finally grant some extension for 1K and GS. Date of joining: September 2013 Location: CHS programs: UA GS, Bonvoy Amabassador, Hertz PC Posts: 2219 Quote: Originally posted by narvik Yes, PlusPoints expire as regional premier
upgrades and Global Premier Upgrades do today. Well, if this is something like today, we can expect to finally grant some extension for 1K and GS. well, when/if this happens, I will gladly change my answer and look forward to my extended.... assuming I have some left ... Join date: August 2008 Location: PHL Programs: UA 1K, Marriott Gold, IHG Platinum, Raddison Gold Posts:
3614 Quote: Originally Posted by narvik Well, if it's something like today, we can expect to finally admit some extension to 1K and GS then. It will be interesting. For example, to the best of my knowledge, I have never allowed rpu extension, only gpu. So what if you use GPUs and only RPU left and they are converted to points. Last edited by WineCountryUA; October 8, 19 at 7:38
AM Reason: Split Post Join Date: Mar 2011 Location: Fort Worth, TX Programs: UA 1K MM, Marriott Gold Posts: 2458 Quote: Originally Posted by Hipplewm But you know what happens when ... -u-me ; ) (seriously? it's edited for swearing?) Date joined: Mar 2011 Location: Fort Worth, TX Programs: UA 1K MM, Marriott Gold Posts: 2458 wow Thanks for posting this. I thought
they might throw us a bone after the bad news, but they really just don't give sh*t anymore. Yes, I know, I know. They never did. I already feel like an idiot to think that, so please, there's no need for anyone to point out that out leonidas and buzzman anyway. Date of connection: October 2015 Location: SAN Programs: 1K (since 2008), * G (since 1990), 1MM Posts: 2,483 Oh wow,
if TPG is correct, United really don't want traditional 1K flyers. It's about spending and the people who spend are already upfront for the most part I think. With an emphasis on segments rather than miles, PQS have historically been domestic travelers and RPU has historically not extended. I have one GPU that I'm still waiting for to use nine for 2019. Fingers crossed for my
November flight as the last international flight before it expires. Think for a few years these have always expired as I had no idea what they are! Join date: August 2008 Location: PHL Programs: UA 1K, Marriott Gold, IHG Platinum, Raddison Gold Posts: 3614 His article says a United spokesperson has confirmed that the same will not apply to PlusPoints Is there a quote from
another article? Will he be through an AU insider? did he ask directly? does not give any further details. Last edited by eng3; October 14, 19 at 12:22 PM Join date: May 2010 Location: AVP &amp; PEK Programs: UA 1K 1.6MM, Hertz PC Posts: 4,047 Quote: Posted by Aussienarelle Oh wow, if TPG is right, United really don't want traditional 1K flyers. It's about spending people
who spend are already upfront for the most part I think. I have a hilarious suspicion that United is off all of United's previously loyal travellers JUST before the economic downturn, when - in turn- they so desperately need such loyalty to carry them through it. In a cruel way, I hope there is an economic slowdown for this sole reason... SS255 and gokeeper yes. Date of accession:
Mar 2012 Programs: Mileage Plus 1K; Marriott Platinum; Hilton Gold Posts: 6,355 Quote: Originally Posted by narvik I have a hilarious suspicion that United is off all previously United-loyal travellers ONLY before the economic downturn, when – in turn– they so desperately need such loyalty to carry them through it. In a cruel way, I hope there is an economic slowdown for this sole
reason... United's spin on MP shifts reminds me of old English saying, Don't piss* on my shoes and tell me it's raining. Doing just that can cost them a lot, under certain macroeconomic conditions. *For those who oppose vulgar language, piss does not fall into this category. Shakespeare used it! Page 2 Apr 5, 20, 12:49 - Wikipost Please read: This is a community-run wiki post
containing the most important information from this thread. You can edit wikis when you're on FT for 90 days and you've done 90 posts. Last edition by: WineCountryUA Wiki Link April 5, 2020 Quote: 1K® and Platinum members, we increase the upgrade capability by extending pluspoints expiration date by six months and extending Skip Waitlist.This means a six-month extension
of any PlusPoints that expires January 31, 2021. 4 Dec 2019 (updated 29 Dec 2019) AU customer service agents can now extend 80 PlusPoints to 30 April 2020 to retrain 1Ks (GSs) on 31 January 2020. At this point, 80 PlusPoints don't have to come just from the GPU, it seems that there is no distinction between the original source of PlusPoints. This is not correct [anymore]:
United MP agents are able to recognize whether PlusPoints come from GPUs or RPUs. Recently, during the call, only PlusPoints with GPU were able to be extended, up to a maximum of 80 PlusPoints until April 30, 2020. Some have been more successful in emailing United, as opposed to calling, although it seems that the PlusPoints extension from RPU is an exception rather
than a rule. 29 Oct 2019 Quote: Originally Posted by chavala I just received this email: Global Premier Upgrades (GPU) are valid until the end of the next premier year and the trip must be completed before the expiration date. On 12.04.19, GPUs and rpu will be converted to PlusPoints. Before 12/04/19 we will expand the two GPUs. After 12/04/19, then we will expand PlusPoints.
There are no extensions on RPO processors. As a Premier 1K member, we value your business. Thank you for United. Regards, ____ MileagePlus® Service Center Historically the AU will expand to 2 2 january to April 30 if the elite re-qualified for 1K or GS status. Unknown with the change of pluspoints (4 Dec 2019), whether or when a similar extension will be offered and what
form will be. Overall, the AU does not announce a policy until mid-to-late November. And there is no guarantee that the policy will be renewed every year. It will update the title of the thread, if and when, it becomes a possible extension. When the AU decides to do so, it may take a week or two before most agents are aware. The extension can be done via email or phone - also by
MPSC or telephone agents (some telephone agents will need help). No RPU extensions have been offered in the past. (As a result of converting to PlusPoints, this can become a news point.) Historically, Plats (without GPUs) have not been included in the extension offer. And just a reminder, the GPU (or RPU) cannot be applied to flights scheduled after the expiration date. Once
the gpu expires, it cannot be recovered/extended. Previous threads [CONFIRMED] Expiring GPU January, 31 2019 may be extended (re-qual GS/1Ks max 2 GPU's) (6 Nov 2018) [CONFIRMED] GPU expires in January, 31 2018 can be extended (re-qual GS/1Ks max 2 GPU'S) (9 Nov 2017) [CONFIRMED] GPU expires in January, 31 2017 can be extended (re-qual GS/1Ks max 2
GPU's) (13 Nov 2016) [CONFIRMED] GPU expires Jan, 31 2016 can be extended (re-qual GS/1Ks max 2 GPU's) (14 Nov 2015) [CONFIRMED] GPU expires in January, 31 2015 will be extended (max 2 GPU's) (3 Dec 2014) GPU extension earned in 2013 that expire on 31-Jan-2014? (11 December 2013) What's newest for the 2013 GPU extension? A FlyerTalk Posting Legend
Join Date: April 2013 Location: SFO Programs: AA EXP; AS 75K; Wn list; UA 1K 1MM; Hyatt Globalist; Marriott AMB; Hilton Diamond (Aspire) Posts: 45,058 Quote: Originally Posted by eng3 His article says a United spokesman confirmed that the same will not apply to PlusPoints Is there a quote from another article? Will he be through an AU insider? did he ask directly? does not
give any further details. It's Zach Honig, and it's a reasonable assumption that he's reporting a conversation with an AU source. Join date: Mar 2011 Location: Fort Worth, TX Programs: UA 1K MM, Marriott Gold Posts: 2458 Quote: Originally Posted by narvik I have a hilarious suspicion that United all previously United-loyal travelers RIGHT before the economic downturn, when - in
turn - they desperately need such loyalty to carry them through it. In a cruel way, I hope there is an economic slowdown for this sole reason... Schadenfreude up to max. Join Date: May 2010 Location: AVP &amp; PEK Programs: UA 1K 1.6MM, Hertz PC Posts: 4,047 Quote: Originally Posted by transportprof It only does that it can cost them a lot, in some Macroeconomic. In the
PPT proposal, which was used to convince management that this was a good idea, the projections were most likely based on current expenditure, e.g. on the basis of the commission's proposal. instead of 1K, I would be Platinum in the future, with no other changes anticipated. I'm not so sure that United has the wisdom to predict that my usual spending of $16,000/year will now
drop to about $5,000 from 2020. Date of accession: Mar 2012 Programs: Mileage Plus 1K; Marriott Platinum; Hilton Gold Posts: 6355 Quote: Originally Posted by narvik In a PPT proposal that was used to convince executives that it was a good idea, the forecasts were most likely based on current expenses, for example on ~$16K expenses/year, the assumption was that instead of
1K, I would be Platinum in the future, with no other changes anticipated. I'm not so sure that United has the wisdom to predict that my usual spending of $16,000/year will now drop to about $5,000 from 2020. And I'm pretty sure they don't have scenario-based forecasting skills for modeling what happens when their best clients – i.e. locked into corporate contracts drop from
$25,000/year per traveler to &lt; $12,000/year due to a trade war with China, or a larger war in the Middle East. FlyerTalk Posting Legend Join Date: September 2009 Location: Minneapolis: DL DM Card 2.3MM Programs: A3*Gold, SPG Plat, HyattDiamond, MarriottPP, LHW exAccess, ICI, Raffles Amb, NW PE MM, TWA Gold MM Posts: 90,788 It's a problem of relying too much
on analytics rather than logic. They have a lot of big data, but they don't really help with the most important hypothetical questions. A FlyerTalk Posting Legend Join Date: April 2013 Location: SFO Programs: AA EXP; AS 75K; Wn list; UA 1K 1MM; Hyatt Globalist; Marriott AMB; Hilton Diamond (Aspire) Posts: 45,058 Quote: Originally Posted by MSPeconomist This is a problem
with relying too much on analytics rather than logic. They have a lot of big data, but they don't really help with the most important hypothetical questions. It's just a bad business to deliberately kiss-off long-term customers. You can get away with it when times are even, but it's not a solid long-term strategy. On upthread comments, it is likely that AU management is so focused on
short-term metrics they don't really care about the long-term consequences. This is an inherent weakness in how most public corporations are managed today. FlyerTalk Posting Legend Join Date: September 2009 Location: Minneapolis: DL DM Card 2.3MM Programs: A3* Gold, SPG Plat, HyattDiamond, MarriottPP, LHW exAccess, ICI, Raffles Amb, NW PE MM, TWA Gold MM
Posts: 90,788 Quote: Originally Posted by Kacee It's just a bad business to deliberately kiss-off long-term customers. You can get away with it when times are even, but it's not a solid long-term strategy. On upthread comments, it is likely that AU management is so focused on short-term metrics they don't really care about the long-term consequences. This is an inherent
weakness how most public corporations are managed nowadays. Long-term customers are not necessarily profitable. This may make sense to release some customers, but it does not number of them, unless it is part of some sort of strategic size reduction plan. Discipline your abilities on steroids? Date of connection: May 2010 Location: AVP &amp; PEK Programs: UA 1K
1.6MM, Hertz PC Posts: 4,047 Quote: Originally Posted by MSPeconomist Long Term Customers are not necessarily profitable. True, but there is no way that it was not profitable for United. And if I wasn't, they would do something very bad. It's an illusion of greatness, if they think they can fill their planes only with fares J, C, D, O, Y, B and M. Oops, I just realized that we're
discussing this in the wrong thread! Date of connection: May 2010 Location: AVP &amp; PEK Programs: UA 1K 1.6MM, Hertz PC Posts: 4,047 It was published in another thread and the thread title is misleading: there are no GPUs after December 4, 2019. Join date: Jul 2011 Programs: UA Plat, BA Gold Posts: 1560 Well, since I didn't find PZ on any dates I need in early 2020,
this is a moot point. Moderator: United Airlines; FlyerTalk Evangelist Join Date: Jun 2007 Location: SFO Programs: UA Plat 1.85MM, Hyatt Discoverist, Marriott Plat/LT Gold, Hilton Silver, IHG Gold Posts: 52,368 Quote: Originally Posted by narvik..... Oops, I just realized that we're discussing this in the wrong thread! Yes, let's go back to the topic of potential extensions or not -
there are many other threads about changes in MP programs to comment on the wisdom of such changes. WineCountryUA UA coModerator Join Date: May 2001 Location: HNL Posts: 901 Quote: Originally Posted by MSPeconomist This is a problem with relying too much on analytics rather than logic. They have a lot of big data, but they don't really help with the most important
hypothetical questions. I recently read algorithmic leader Mike Walsh's book, which begins with a story about how big data/analytics/algorithms can go awry if not understood or misused, citing united leadership failures leading up to and during the infamous Dr. Dao incident. When I see posts/comments like We disagree (with all the ft'ers' arguments that this is a bad change) and a
little coffee, we'll be through it together with corporate advocates authorized to discuss publicly on a forum like this, it makes me think it won't be that long until United provides new material for another book about the bad leadership resulting from ignoring the data. Personally, I don't think they're exactly considering the differences between OPM vs. personal spending in their
modeling consumer purchasing behavior. As others have noted, it won't hurt the world come the next recession - but when that happens, I think the leadership team will have some coffee and go through it together. Date of connection: Mar 2003 Location: Los Angeles, CA Programs: UA 1K 1MMer &amp; LT UC (in-flight UA); Hyatt Credit Card; HHonors Gold; Marriott Gold by UA
1K Posts: 6592 Quote: Originally Posted Kacee It's just a bad business to deliberately kiss-off long-term customers. You can away from it when times are even, but it is not a solid long-term strategy. On upthread comments, it is likely that AU management is so focused on short-term metrics they don't really care about the long-term consequences. This is an inherent weakness in
how most public corporations are managed today. This is a double whammy when they kiss you and expire all the other PlusPoints at 2/1. At least they can throw us a bone and publicly state that anyone who re-qualifies for 1K or GS can extend to 80 PlusPoints to 4/30/20. I know the extension is always unofficial until the end of the year, but I think the AU should make us solid for
this transition year. Pat89339 and Buzzman like this. Join date: September 2013 Location: CHS Programs: UA GS, Bonvoy Amabassador, Hertz PC Posts: 2219 Extensions - I made some comments seemingly in the dark I have some additional information that I can not share, but only allows you to say for now, this is a technical problem. Whether they fix it and be able to extend
80 points - maybe if they fix it and are able to extend 80 points - they will - I don't know that either if it's not fixed and they can't extend 80 points automagically they will - they almost certainly won't. Not only that, if you stop and then add it in 2-3 years from now, it seems that the Enhancement flyer will be like ... Page 3 Apr 5, 20, 12:49 - Wikipost Please read: This is a community-
run wiki post containing the most important information from this thread. You can edit wikis when you're on FT for 90 days and you've done 90 posts. Last edition by: WineCountryUA Wiki Link April 5, 2020 Quote: 1K® and Platinum members, we increase the upgrade capability by extending pluspoints expiration date by six months and extending Skip Waitlist.This means a six-
month extension of any PlusPoints that expires January 31, 2021. 4 Dec 2019 (updated 29 Dec 2019) AU customer service agents can now extend 80 PlusPoints to 30 April 2020 to retrain 1Ks (GSs) on 31 January 2020. At this point, 80 PlusPoints don't have to come just from the GPU, it seems that there is no distinction between the original source of PlusPoints. This is not
correct [anymore]: United MP agents are able to recognize whether PlusPoints come from GPUs or RPUs. Recently, during the call, only PlusPoints with GPU were able to be extended, up to a maximum of 80 PlusPoints until April 30, 2020. Some have been more successful in emailing United, as opposed to calling, although it seems that the PlusPoints extension from RPU is an
exception rather than a rule. 29 Oct 2019 Quote: Originally Posted by chavala I just received this email: Global Premier Upgrades (GPU) are valid until the end of the next premier year and the trip must be completed before the expiration date. On 12.04.19 processors and rpu will be converted to PlusPoints. Before 12/04/19 we will expand the two GPUs. After 12.04.19 12.04.19
PlusPoints. There are no extensions on RPO processors. As a Premier 1K member, we value your business. Thank you for choosing United. Yours,_ MileagePlus® Service Center Historically, the AU will extend to 2 GPUs with the january expiration until April 30 if the elite re-qualified for 1K or GS status. Unknown with the change of pluspoints (4 Dec 2019), whether or when a
similar extension will be offered and what form will be. Overall, the AU does not announce a policy until mid-to-late November. And there is no guarantee that the policy will be renewed every year. It will update the title of the thread, if and when, it becomes a possible extension. When the AU decides to do so, it may take a week or two before most agents are aware. The extension
can be done via email or phone - also by MPSC or telephone agents (some telephone agents will need help). No RPU extensions have been offered in the past. (As a result of converting to PlusPoints, this can become a news point.) Historically, Plats (without GPUs) have not been included in the extension offer. And just a reminder, the GPU (or RPU) cannot be applied to flights
scheduled after the expiration date. Once the gpu expires, it cannot be recovered/extended. Previous threads [CONFIRMED] Expiring GPU January, 31 2019 may be extended (re-qual GS/1Ks max 2 GPU's) (6 Nov 2018) [CONFIRMED] GPU expires in January, 31 2018 can be extended (re-qual GS/1Ks max 2 GPU'S) (9 Nov 2017) [CONFIRMED] GPU expires in January, 31
2017 can be extended (re-qual GS/1Ks max 2 GPU's) (13 Nov 2016) [CONFIRMED] GPU expires Jan, 31 2016 can be extended (re-qual GS/1Ks max 2 GPU's) (14 Nov 2015) [CONFIRMED] GPU expires in January, 31 2015 will be extended (max 2 GPU's) (3 Dec 2014) GPU extension earned in 2013 that expire on 31-Jan-2014? (11 December 2013) What's newest for the 2013
GPU extension? Date of accession: January 2018 Programs: UA LT GS | UA LT Club | Marriott LT Titanium Posts: 684 Quote: Originally Posted by SS255 I think the AU should make us solid this transition year. Are you serious??? The same people squealining the AU indefinitely, now you want the AU to throw them a bone...? I hope the airplane door doesn't wack up in the back
as i deplane... Join date: August 2015 Posts: 5,897 Quote: Originally posted by Hipplewm Extensions – I made some comments seemingly in the dark I have some additional information that I can't share, but let's say for now, this is a technical issue. Whether they fix it and be able to extend 80 points - maybe if they fix it and are able to extend 80 points - they will - I don't know that
either if it's not fixed and they can't extend 80 points automagically they will - they almost certainly won't. Not only that, if you stop and then add it in 2-3 years from now, it seems that the flyer will be like ... Is this the last part of the additional information you received, or is it editorial analysis? Not for discounting, you're just wondering how to understand it. Thanks for relating. Date
of connection: September 2013 Location: CHS CHS UA GS, Bonvoy Amabassador, Hertz PC Posts: 2219 Quote: Originally Posted by fumje Is this the last part of the additional information you have, or is it editorial analysis? Not for discounting, you're just wondering how to understand it. Thanks for relating. This is editorial analysis, but somewhat intertwined with the fact that
afaik, do not try to change the software to extend the point at the moment ... I can not imagine that they try to do it manually or if there is even a way to track the changes on the expiration date These figures are 6-8 weeks in full disclosure Personally, I hope so, as it was a nice perk ..... Join date: December 2009 Location: ORD Posts: 703 Quote: Originally posted by chavala wow
Thanks for posting this. I thought they might throw us a bone after the bad news, but they really just don't give sh*t anymore. Yes, I know, I know. They never did. I already feel like an idiot to think that, so please, there's no need for anyone to point out that out a better free agent than punched-in-face by the AU, yes. . Join date: February 2008 Location: Lahaina, HI &amp; Los
Angeles, CA Programs: UA GS Posts: 2313 Quote: Originally posted by Hipplewm Extensions – I made some comments seemingly in the dark I have some additional information that I can't share, but lets just say for now, this is a technical issue. Whether they fix it and be able to extend 80 points - maybe if they fix it and are able to extend 80 points - they will - I don't know that
either if it's not fixed and they can't extend 80 points automagically they will - they almost certainly won't. Not only that, if you stop and then add it in 2-3 years from now, it seems that the Enhancement flyer will be like ... It was never an automatic process. This was done manually by agents for those who called to get the extension. To do this, significant and time-consuming
intervention was necessary. Date of connection: September 2013 Location: CHS Programs: UA GS, Bonvoy Amabassador, Hertz PC Posts: 2219 Quote: Originally Posted by LAXOGG It was never an automatic process. This was done manually by agents for those who called to get the extension. To do this, significant and time-consuming intervention was necessary. Correct, but
at the same time you can have a GPU with 3 different expiration dates - the system has been configured to take that From what I understand the new points system is able to handle only 2 different expiration dates, there is no way for a subset of points to have an expiration date of 3rd. Moderator: United Airlines; FlyerTalk Evangelist Join Date: June 2007 Location: SFO Programs:
UA Plat 1.85MM, Hyatt Discoverist, Marriott Plat/LT Gold, Hilton Silver, IHG Gold Posts: 52,368 Quote: Originally Posted by Hipplewm Correct, but at the same time you can have a GPU with 3 different expiration dates – the system has been configured to take that from what I mean new Points is able to handle only 2 different expiration dates, there is no way for a subset of points
to have a 3rdrdation expiration date. Someone Someone in the requirements document. Join Date: August 2015 Posts: 5,897 Quote: Originally Posted by Hipplewm Correct, but at the same time you can have a GPU with 3 different expiration dates – the system has been configured so that from what I understand the new points system is only able to handle 2 different expiration
dates, there is no way that a subset of points has an expiration date of 3. Earlier this year some GPU/RPU showed incorrect expiration dates on the website (next year shown as expiring this year). I wonder if this was related to some of the programming changes they were making. They still have a month and a half to do what shouldn't be a crazy fix. But knowing how they
prioritize I suppose I'm not optimistic. Date of connection: August 2010 Location: SNA, LAX, SVQ and MAD Programs: UA 1K, 2 MM; IC Spire Amb; Posts: 935 I spoke to the agent yesterday and indicated that she was told that on December 4 my 2 GPU would be converted to points... 31.01.2020 ... I left rather comment tests to IKVoice indicating that this 21 year 1K was not
happy and probably will speak Hasta La Vista Baby, but that I will not return ... Join date: February 2008 Location: Lahaina, HI &amp; Los Angeles, CA Programs: UA GS Posts: 2313 Quote: Originally Posted by Buzzman I spoke to the agent yesterday and indicated that she was told that on December 4 my 2 GPUs will be converted to points... 31.01.2020 ... I left rather comment
tests to IKVoice indicating that this 21 year 1K was not happy and probably will speak Hasta La Vista Baby, but that I will not return ... So. It is the case that on December 4, all other GPUs and RPUs with the original expiration of 1/31/2020 will be converted into points and expire on 31.01.2020. The question remains whether it will be possible to extend by 80 points until 30.04.2020
on demand (from December after conversion) if the 1K/GS qualifications are met for 2020. ETA, just summoned to the GS Desk. It has been improved in MPSC. The jury is still on to extend 80 points. I was encouraged to write to GS and inform about the importance of the extension. I will do this and encourage others to do the same. Last edited by LAXOGG; October 15, 19 at
9:38 AM Reason: Added Information Include Date: August 2008 Location: PHL Programs: UA 1K, Marriott Gold, IHG Platinum, Raddison Gold Posts: 3,614 Quote: Originally Posted by LAXOGG It's never been an automatic process. This was done manually by agents for those who called to get the extension. To do this, significant and time-consuming intervention was necessary.
I've talked to more than one GS who told me that their GPUs were automatically extended. I don't know if it required manual intervention by an agent or was something that was automated for all GS. Join date: August 2015 Posts: 5,897 Quote: Originally Posted by eng3 I spoke to more than one GS who me that their GPUs have been automatically extended. I don't know it
required manual intervention of the agent or there was something that was automated for all GS. It was almost certainly an automatic man behind the scenes. Join date: February 2008 Location: Lahaina, HI &amp; Los Angeles, CA Programs: UA GS Posts: 2,313 Quote: Originally Posted by eng3 I spoke to more than one GS who told me that their GPUs were automatically
extended. I don't know if it required manual intervention by an agent or was something that was automated for all GS. Maybe it was. I certainly didn't want to rely on any automatic extension. I have called in each of the last 3 years to get manual treatment and confirmation of renewal. Date of attachment: September 2013 Location: CHS Programs: UA GS, Bonvoy Amabassador,
Hertz PC Posts: 2219 Quote: Originally Posted by fumje Earlier this year some GPU/RPU showed incorrect expiration dates on the website (next year shown as expiring this year). I wonder if this was related to some of the programming changes they were making. They still have a month and a half to do what shouldn't be a crazy fix. But knowing how they prioritize I suppose I'm
not optimistic. The information I learned accidentally was before it was publicly disclosed. Since there was quite a bit of pushback, maybe it increased the priority of the mast. I do not know and would never ask my friend to provide this information. We are careful not to mix business and fun, but as I said, it was an accident initially. Join date: Mar 2011 Location: Fort Worth, TX
Programs: UA 1K MM, Marriott Gold Posts: 2458 Quote: Originally Posted by Buzzman I spoke to the agent yesterday and indicated that she was told that on December 4 my 2 GPUs will be converted to points... 31.01.2020 ... I left rather comment tests to IKVoice indicating that this 21 year 1K was not happy and probably will speak Hasta La Vista Baby, but that I will not return ...
Yes, but to be honest, they say that every year until they get a note. She just reads what's in front of her. Page 4 Apr 5, 20, 12:49 - Wikipost Please read: This is a community-run wiki post containing the most important information from this thread. You can edit wikis when you're on FT for 90 days and you've done 90 posts. Last edition by: WineCountryUA Wiki Link April 5, 2020
Quote: 1K® and Platinum members, we increase the upgrade capability by extending pluspoints expiration date by six months and extending Skip Waitlist.This means a six-month extension of any PlusPoints that expires January 31, 2021. 4 Dec 2019 (updated 29 Dec 2019) AU customer service agents can now extend 80 PlusPoints to 30 April 2020 to retrain 1Ks (GSs) on 31
January 2020. At this point, 80 PlusPoints don't have to come just from the GPU, it seems that there is no distinction between the original source of PlusPoints. This not correct [already]: United MP agents are able to recognize if PlusPoints come from gpu gpu Mpc. Recently, during the call, only PlusPoints with GPU were able to be extended, up to a maximum of 80 PlusPoints
until April 30, 2020. Some have been more successful in emailing United, as opposed to calling, although it seems that the PlusPoints extension from RPU is an exception rather than a rule. 29 Oct 2019 Quote: Originally Posted by chavala I just received this email: Global Premier Upgrades (GPU) are valid until the end of the next premier year and the trip must be completed
before the expiration date. On 12.04.19, GPUs and rpu will be converted to PlusPoints. Before 12/04/19 we will expand the two GPUs. After 12/04/19, then we will expand PlusPoints. There are no extensions on RPO processors. As a Premier 1K member, we value your business. Thank you for choosing United. Yours,_ MileagePlus® Service Center Historically, the AU will extend
to 2 GPUs with the january expiration until April 30 if the elite re-qualified for 1K or GS status. Unknown with the change of pluspoints (4 Dec 2019), whether or when a similar extension will be offered and what form will be. Overall, the AU does not announce a policy until mid-to-late November. And there is no guarantee that the policy will be renewed every year. It will update the



title of the thread, if and when, it becomes a possible extension. When the AU decides to do so, it may take a week or two before most agents are aware. The extension can be done via email or phone - also by MPSC or telephone agents (some telephone agents will need help). No RPU extensions have been offered in the past. (As a result of converting to PlusPoints, this can
become a news point.) Historically, Plats (without GPUs) have not been included in the extension offer. And just a reminder, the GPU (or RPU) cannot be applied to flights scheduled after the expiration date. Once the gpu expires, it cannot be recovered/extended. Previous threads [CONFIRMED] Expiring GPU January, 31 2019 may be extended (re-qual GS/1Ks max 2 GPU's) (6
Nov 2018) [CONFIRMED] GPU expires in January, 31 2018 can be extended (re-qual GS/1Ks max 2 GPU'S) (9 Nov 2017) [CONFIRMED] GPU expires in January, 31 2017 can be extended (re-qual GS/1Ks max 2 GPU's) (13 Nov 2016) [CONFIRMED] GPU expires Jan, 31 2016 can be extended (re-qual GS/1Ks max 2 GPU's) (14 Nov 2015) [CONFIRMED] GPU expires in
January, 31 2015 will be extended (max 2 GPU's) (3 Dec 2014) GPU extension earned in 2013 that expire on 31-Jan-2014? (11 December 2013) What's newest for the 2013 GPU extension? Date Added: June 2010 Location: ToA Programs: HH Diamond, Marriott LTPP/Platinum Premier, Hyatt Lame-ist, UA! K Posts: 5,830 This 1K is still waiting for an update. I logged in more
times to my MP account today than in the last 4 weeks... will check. David Join May 2005 Programs: United 1K 3MM Posts: 355 Quote: Originally Posted by MMProfessor Good for You. Mine still says 4/30/2020 and 1/31/2021 respectively! Finally, there was an update last night. My PP PP read 10/31/2020 and 31.07.2021. FlyerTalk Evangelist Join Date: Aug 2005 Location:
BOS/EAP Programs: UA 1K, MR LTT, HH Gold, Amex Plat Posts: 25,769 nice to see everything updated! including 2021 +Ps with 2022 expiration Date of connection: May 2005 Programs: United 1K 3MM Posts: 355 Quote: Originally Posted by cfischer nice to see everything updated! including 2021 +Ps with expiry 2022 is it 31.01.2022 (normal) or 31.07.2022 (extended)?
FlyerTalk Evangelist Join Date: Oct 2001 Location: Austin, TX Posts: 14,228 Quote: Originally Posted by MMProfessor Is it 1/31/2022 (normal) or 7/31/2022 (extended)? 31.01.2022, the AU did not extend the expiry of these instruments. Date Added: June 2010 Location: ToA Programs: HH Diamond, Marriott LTPP/Platinum Premier, Hyatt Lame-ist, UA! K Posts: 5830 Quote:
Originally Posted by DELee This 1K is still waiting for an update as well. I logged in more times to my MP account today than in the last 4 weeks... will check. David Ah, the difference a few days makes: David Join Date: February 2008 Posts: 1,556 Any chance united stretches October plus points? FlyerTalk Evangelist Join Date: Aug 2005 Location: BOS/EAP Programs: UA 1K,
MR LTT, HH Gold, Amex Plat Posts: 25,769 Quote: Originally Posted by bmw303 Any chance United extends October plus points? I would say very close to zero. These have already been extended twice. They doubt that they will extend it for the third time. Join Date: May 2012 Programs: UA Posts: 900 Quote: Originally Posted by bmw303 Any chance United extends October
plus points? I have the same question and I have not seen any rumors about it. I think the last time they were extended by a month since the expiry. Date of connection: September 2005 Location: BOM-SIN-EWR Programs: UA *G (1K again), Sixt Plat, * was *: SQ QPP01 &amp; SK EBS/EBG, LH SEN, AA EXP, 9wPlat Posts: 7,924 I just checked on my PlusPoints by logging into
my online account. I don't see fork/expiration of any October 2020 PlusPoints. I called yesterday about the missing 40 PE - and a 1K MP agent told me it was a special release - and it expired last month... Where would the ones I applied for be extended until 20 April (now 20 October) replaced? (Is this a question mark in the summary in the lower right corner of the dark blue
panel? All my say July 31, 2021) Join Date: May 2012 Programs: UA Posts: 900 Quote: Originally Posted by SuperFlyBoy I was checking on my PlusPoints by logging into my online account. I don't see fork/expiration of any October 2020 PlusPoints. I called yesterday about the missing 40 PE - and a 1K MP agent told me it was a special release - and it expired last month...
Where those I applied for would be extended until 20 April (now 20 October) Listed? (Is this a question mark in the summary in the lower right corner of the dark blue panel? All my say July 31, 2021) Do 40 expiring get added to the total or are they completely gone? Date joined: June 2010 2010 TOA Programs: HH Diamond, Marriott LTPP/Platinum Premier, Hyatt Lame-ist, UA !
K Posts: 5,830 Well, if PlusPoints have expired, then under PlusPoints upgrade activity on your UA online account should show something like: David Join Date: Sep 2005 Location: BOM-SIN-EWR Programs: UA*G (1K again), Sixt Plat, *was*: SQ QPP01 &amp; SK EBS/EBG, LH SEN, AA EXP, 9wPlat Posts: 7924 Quote: Originally Posted by thejaredhuang Do 40 expiring get
added to the total or are they completely gone? Expired. Quote: Originally posted by DELee Well, if PlusPoints have expired, then under PlusPoints upgrade activity on your UA online account you should show something like: David Thanks David! Now I see it there, and it states: 28.08.2020 Description Expired PlusPoints -40 points FlyerTalk Evangelist Join Date: Oct 1999 Posts:
10,370 Well, at the end of October nearby, it looks like any unused PPs expiring at the end of this month will disappear for good. I was able to burn my remaining ones on a few trips recently, but was prepared to donate them to family &amp; friends. At least no more worries until 31.01.22. How do other FTers cope? Date joined: Mar 2018 Programs: UA 1K, Hilton Diamond Posts:
606 He was able to burn all mine that expired this year. Subsequent batches for me in those that expire 7/31/21 and 1/31/22 earned by ass in the chair 2021 1K retrained. SPN Lifer and Aussienarelle like this. This.
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